
INTRODUCTION

The metabolic breakdown of proteins, carbohy�

drates, and lipids, which provides cells with energy,

requires continuous regeneration of oxidized NAD+, the

major collector of reducing equivalents. In mammalian

cells and in most microorganisms oxidation of NADH is

catalyzed by the respiratory chains (NADH oxidases),

the oligoenzymatic complex localized in the inner mito�

chondrial membranes or in the bacterial plasma mem�

branes. The respiratory chains regenerate NAD+ by oxi�

dizing NADH by a terminal electron acceptor (oxygen in

aerobic organisms) to yield free energy that is accumu�

lated as a gradient of electrochemical potentials of

hydrogen ions (∆µ–Н+) or sodium ions (∆µ–Na+ in some

prokaryotes) across the coupling membrane imperme�

able for ions. In the late sixties of the 20th century, it was

established that synthesis of ATP coupled with the elec�

tron transfer occurs at three distinct sites of the respira�

tory chain: NADH:quinone oxidoreductase (Site 1),

ubiquinol:cytochrome c oxidoreductase (Site 2), and

cytochrome c oxidase (Site 3). By this time, D. Green

and his associates had succeeded in resolving the respira�

tory chain into individual lipoprotein complexes catalyz�

ing the redox reactions corresponding to all three cou�

pling sites. These “enzymes” were named Complexes I,

III, and IV, respectively. When individual complexes are

mixed under certain conditions (concentrated solutions,

removal of the detergents used for solubilization, addi�

tion of cytochrome c), NADH oxidase activity is

restored.

In the late seventies, most scholars in the field

accepted the mechanism of energy transformation in the

respiratory chain in terms of Mitchell’s electrochemical

coupling theory [1, 2].

Recently, complete atomic space structure of

cytochrome c oxidase (Complex IV) and ubiquinol:

cytochrome c oxidoreductase (Complex III) have been

established and experiments aimed to verify any working

hypotheses on the electrochemical coupling mechanism

catalyzed by these complexes reached a new stage. As far

as Complex I is concerned (NADH: ubiquinol oxidore�

ductase, Type 1 NADH dehydrogenase of prokaryote,

coupling Site 1, all these terms refer to the same geneti�

cally and functionally related enzymes), it is hard to deny

that very little is known about the structure, intramolecu�

lar electron transfer sequence between potentially active

redox components, and the mechanism of electrochemi�

cal coupling.

By the late eighties interest in studies on Complex I

were considerably revived. Current knowledge on the

enzyme structure [3, 4], its molecular evolution [5, 6],

catalytic and regulatory properties [7], redox components

[8, 9], and its possible involvement in the development of

pathologies [10, 11] have been summarized in a number

of recent reviews. Much less information concerning the

molecular mechanism of energy transduction is available.

This is because only a few studies aimed directly at the

energy transduction mechanism have appeared in the

current literature. In this short review the data that in my

opinion are most significant for possible mechanisms of

energy transduction will be briefly summarized.
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THE ENZYME STRUCTURE

Bovine heart mitochondrial Complex I is a giant (on

the enzymology scale) construction composed of at least

43 different polypeptides with a total molecular mass of

about 1 million daltons [4]. Seven polypeptides are

encoded by the mitochondrial genome [12], and their

homologs are found in the much simpler prokaryotic

Type 1 NADH dehydrogenases (13�14 different polypep�

tides) [13, 14] and also in fungal Neurospora crassa

Complex I (not less than 35 identified different subunits)

[15]. The reconstruction of electron microscopy images

of isolated N. crassa enzyme shows that Complex I looks

like a “boot” immersed into the phospholipid membrane

in such a way that the “bootleg” forms a peripheral part

exposed to the mitochondrial matrix [16]. This boot�like

structure is evolutionarily conserved; preparations of E.

coli Type 1 NADH dehydrogenase (13 polypeptides)

appear as a “boot” of smaller size [17]. The amino�acid

sequences of the mitochondrially�encoded polypeptides

suggest the presence of 3�14 hydrophobic α�helixes in

each of them (up to 53 in total) [4]. Several nuclearly

encoded subunits also contain hydrophobic α�helixes

[18]. In mitochondrial or bacterial membranes (inside�

out particles), Complex I catalyzes the NADH oxidase or

NADH:quinone�acceptor reductase reactions which are

sensitive to the specific inhibitors rotenone and pierici�

dine A [19�21] and to a number of other hydrophobic

chemically simple (Triton X�100 [22]) or very complex

compounds [23, 24]. Most of the preparations, obtained

by either solubilization of the membranes or by further

resolution of the classical rotenone�sensitive Hatefi’s

Complex I [25], catalyze rotenone�insensitive NADH oxi�

dation by a number of artificial electron acceptors [26]. It

is generally believed that all rotenone�insensitive NADH

dehydrogenase preparations are fragments of Complex I.

Treatment of the bovine heart mitochondrial

Complex I (the preparation is “soluble” only in the pres�

ence of detergents) with chaotropic agents such as sodium

perchlorate results in solubilization of about 1/3 of the

protein. The soluble fraction thus obtained catalyzes

rotenone�insensitive NADH oxidation, and further frac�

tionation results in purification of a “minimal” catalyti�

cally active fragment, so�called FP (flavoprotein) con�

taining flavin and non�heme iron and composed of only

three subunits (51, 24, and 10 kD) [27]. The other part of

the perchlorate�solubilized fraction, so�called IP (iron�

protein) is enriched in iron and sulfur content. It is com�

posed of at least six polypeptides and shows no catalytic

activity. The fragment that remains water�insoluble after

extraction of the original material by sodium perchlorate

is called HP (hydrophobic protein) and it also has no any

catalytic activity. Treatment of submitochondrial particles

with phospholipase results in solubilization of so�called

high molecular mass rotenone�insensitive NADH dehy�

drogenase [28], which is similar to a combination of FP +

IP. The fractionation of bovine heart mitochondrial

Complex I in the presence of detergents leads to separa�

tion of two fragments: Iα (catalytically active) and Iβ
(catalytically inert) [29]. Treatment of N. crassa Complex

I with sodium bromide results in separation of the cat�

alytically active fragment (“bootleg”, FP + IP) and the

hydrophobic part (HP) [30]. The generalized structure of

Complex I within the coupling membrane is shown

schematically in Fig. 1.

REDOX COMPONENTS

Multiple redox components (FMN, several

iron–sulfur clusters, and tightly bound ubiquinone)

potentially capable of intramolecular electron transfer

from the enzyme�bound NADH to the terminal quinone

acceptor are found in Complex I. Before discussing prop�

erties of the components, some general comments seem

reasonable to make. Optical absorption spectra of flavins

and iron–sulfur clusters overlap and light spectroscopy is

difficult to use for studies of electron transfer reactions

even in purified Complex I preparations. The only avail�

able method for detection of redox transitions in the

iron–sulfur clusters and also in the reactions coupled

with a formation of the free radical forms of flavo� and

ubisemiquinones is EPR spectroscopy. This unique tech�

nique, when applied for standard biochemical studies, is

somewhat limited. First, no parameter equivalent to the

molar absorption coefficient used for quantifications in

optical spectroscopy exists in EPR�spectroscopy. The

Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of the structure of Complex I

within the inner mitochondrial membrane. M, matrix; C,

intermembranous space; FP, IP, and HP, the subfragments of

bovine heart enzyme separated after Complex I fractionation.
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observed signal amplitudes depend on a number of factors

(temperature, microwave power, etc.) and only approxi�

mate quantification of unpaired electron concentration

(content) can be done in most cases. Second, the sig�

nal/noise ratio in modern EPR spectrometers allows reli�

able detection of about 10–6 “moles per liter” of unpaired

electrons (without accumulation of the signal by multiple

repeated scans). This results in at least two further diffi�

culties. The enzyme concentration (protein–lipid–deter�

gent complex or suspension of particles) in EPR�samples

is usually several orders of magnitude higher than that

conventionally used for enzymatic activity assays. Thus,

for example, isolated Complex I in EPR samples is pres�

ent under conditions where its catalytic activity is either

strongly modified or almost completely inhibited by a

detergent. Another complication is difficulty in registra�

tion of the redox reactions under steady�state conditions.

The turnover number of Complex I in uncoupled submi�

tochondrial or sub�bacterial particles at 25°C is about

104 min–1 [7]. At protein content in the samples of about

20 mg/ml (~10–6 M) and at reasonable concentration of

the substrates (NADH, oxygen, exogenously added

quinone) they are converted to the products within sever�

al seconds after initiation of the reaction. The registration

of EPR�detectable components under steady�state con�

ditions is difficult when simple conventional mixing of

the samples is used.

The last comment to be made is that EPR spectrom�

eters are expensive and their use and meaningful interpre�

tation of the data particularly require rather special

knowledge. An obvious consequence is that cryogenic

EPR technique is a “monopolized” area, and the data

obtained in one laboratory are not easy to confirm or dis�

approve in another.

This preliminary notes are intended to raise great

precautions when the results obtained by low temperature

EPR spectroscopy are to be analyzed. This is certainly

true for what is described in this mini�review.

FLAVIN

All preparations of Complex I and the catalytically

active fragments derived from them contain flavin

mononucleotide (FMN). Presumably 1 mol of enzyme

contains 1 mol of flavin. It should be clearly understood,

however, what the definition of “one mole of enzyme” is.

The possibility that Complex I operates as homodi� or

homooligomer within the mitochondrial membranes

cannot be excluded. Variously arranged heterodimeric

structures of Complex I have been discussed by Albracht

and his associates [31�33], although in my opinion none

of these models can account for all the data available. The

highly purified rotenone� or piericidine�sensitive prepa�

rations of Complex I contain 1.2�1.5 nmol of FMN

per mg protein [34]. The theoretically calculated molec�

ular mass of bovine heart enzyme (taken as a sum of the

individual subunits molecular masses assuming their 1 : 1

ratio) is 880 kD [4]. Thus, the expected content of FMN

in homogeneous protein is of about 1.2 nmol per mg pro�

tein, a value closely corresponding to that determined

analytically. Clearly, the same content of FMN is expect�

ed for any homooligomer. FMN content in highly puri�

fied three�subunit fragment FP (~10 nmol per mg pro�

tein) is also consistent with that theoretically expected

[35]. It should be noted that 51 kD subunit, the most con�

ceivable candidate for FMN binding, is present in 1 : 1

stoichiometry with other subunits of FP + IP fraction

[36]. Thus, it appears that 1 mol of monomeric Complex

I contains 1 mol of FMN.

FMN is tightly but noncovalently bound to the pro�

tein and no loss of flavin occurs under rather drastic treat�

ments such as exposure to chaotropic agents, detergents,

and solubilization by acidic ethanol. The reduction of FP

in very diluted solution (~10–9 M) results in loss of the

catalytic activity, which is prevented in concentrated

enzyme solutions or by the addition of FMN [37]. The

degree of inactivation (FMN dissociation) depends on

flavin reduction as expected if the midpoint redox poten�

tial for the FMNox ↔ FMNred transition at pH 8.0, 25°C

would be –320 mV [37], a value which is substantially

lower than that for free FMN (approximately –280 mV

[38, 39]). In other words, oxidized FMN binds to the pro�

tein several orders of magnitude tighter than does reduced

FMN. This finding suggests a reorganization of the

chemical bonds that keep flavin in the protein; thus, sig�

nificant conformational change of the protein is expected

upon oxidoreduction of FMN. Indeed, alterations of the

intersubunit contacts upon reduction of the enzyme have

been reported [40]. It worth noting that FP is only a small

fragment of Complex I, and its catalytic capacity and

possibly properties of FMN are significantly different

from those in intact Complex I [41]. The thermodynam�

ic properties of FMN in isolated Complex I have been

studied by low�temperature EPR as flavosemi�quinone

appearance upon redox titration by artificial dyes or by

the substrate nucleotides [42]. The midpoint redox

potential of –400 mV (pH 8.2, 25°C) for two�electron

reduction of FMN by artificial electron donors was

found. The potential was shifted to ~–300 mV when

FMN radical was titrated by the nucleotide substrates.

The flavosemiquinone free radical observed in the pres�

ence of artificial reductants was somewhat different from

that which is seen for free FMN or FMN in flavodoxin [43].

The EPR�signal was slightly broader and its amplitude was

not saturated at high microwave power, thus suggesting an

interaction of FMN free radical with some closely located

rapidly relaxing paramagnetic center. Free radical seen in

the presence of NADH/NAD+ (at higher redox poten�

tial) was significantly narrower, indicating different inter�

action between flavosemiquinone and its paramagnetic

“neighbor”. FMN is most likely bound to 51 kD subunit:
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the substitution of 51 kD subunit in N. crassa enzyme for

a mutated defective copy results in assembling of complex

identical to the wild type, but completely devoid of flavin,

one iron–sulfur cluster (N�3), and the NADH binding

and oxidizing capacities [44].

The following conclusions can be made to summa�

rize the data on FMN in Complex I. The nucleotide is

bound in the hydrophilic, matrix�exposed part of the

enzyme and serves as the primary electron acceptor for

NADH. Its midpoint redox potential suggests that no

“coupling site” is possible between NADH and FMN.

The oxidoreduction of FMN during catalysis is likely to

be accompanied by structural rearrangement of the

enzyme subunits, at least in its hydrophilic (FP + IP)

part.

IRON–SULFUR CENTERS

Various preparations of bovine heart mitochondrial

Complex I contain 11�28 atoms of non�heme iron

per mol FMN [34] and about the same amount of sulfur

easily liberated as hydrogen sulfide at acid pH (acid�labile

sulfur). The results of chemical analysis thus suggest the

presence of several iron–sulfur clusters in the enzyme.

Detailed studies on the preparations at different degrees

of resolution have revealed the presence of at least six

paramagnetic iron–sulfur centers different in their redox

potentials and EPR characteristics (signal shape, satura�

tion by microwave power, temperature dependencies).

The characteristics of iron–sulfur centers in Complexes I

of mammalian mitochondria, prokaryotes, and N. crassa

have been described by the experts in low�temperature

EPR [8, 9, 45]. Here I will describe them only briefly. It

should be emphasized that the midpoint redox potentials

of the iron–sulfur centers (see table), the parameter cru�

cially important for possible sequence of electron transfer,

depend on purification (degradation?) of particular

preparation and also on the titration procedure

(NAD+/NADH�, succinate/fumarate�couple, the pres�

ence of redox mediators).

The enzyme bears two binuclear and four tetranu�

clear iron–sulfur centers (table). The total amount of iron

per mol of the enzyme (mol FMN) calculated as the sum

of iron content in two binuclear and four tetranuclear

iron–sulfur centers is equal to 20, whereas chemical

analysis of the most purified preparations reveals up to 28

atoms of iron per mol of FMN. Thus, it cannot be

excluded that some other EPR�undetectable centers exist

in addition to those indicated in the table. The redox

potential of one binuclear center (N�1a) is so negative

that it can not be reduced by NADH. The potentials of

two centers (N�1a and N�2) are pH dependent (–60 mV

per pH unit at pH 6.2�8.7) [46] indicating that their one�

electron oxidoreduction is coupled to protonation/

deprotonation. This does not mean that the redox reac�

tion is accompanied by protonation/deprotonation of

(Fe�S) cluster per se, it suggests rather that protonation of

some group which can be located close to or far away

from the cluster is obligately coupled with oxidoreduc�

tion. This note is of importance for discussion of the

mechanism of vectorial proton translocation.

Four of six iron–sulfur centers (N�1b, N�3, N�4, N�

5) form an almost isopotential group and the only signif�

icant redox gap exists between these four clusters and

most positive N�2. This suggests that N�2 is the most pos�

sible candidate for the terminal electron transfer to bulk

ubiquinone (redox potential of the Q/QH2 couple is

Component

FMN

N�1a (2Fe�2S)

N�1b (2Fe�2S)

N�3 (4Fe�4S)

N�4 (4Fe�4S)

N�5 (4Fe�4S)

N�2 (4Fe�4S)

Ubiquinone

pH dependence

+

+

–

–

–

–

+

?

Redox components of Complex I

NUO�F

NUO�E

NUO�G

NUO�F

NUO�G

NUO�G

NOU�I; NUO�B

NUO�H; NUO�D; NUO�B

51 FP

24 FP

75 IP

51 FP

75 IP

75 IP

TYKY; PSST

ND1; 49 IP; PSST

Midpoint redox 
potential, mV

–300

–370

–250

–250

–250

–260

–150

?

Proposed location*

Left column, subunits indicated according to the nomenclature accepted for bovine heart enzyme [4, 13, 14, 18]. This nomenclature is rather arbi�

trary, some subunits being named according to their fractionation (FP, IP fractions) and apparent molecular mass; the subunits that are encoded

by the mitochondrial genome are designated as ND; N�terminal unmodified subunits are designated by four N�terminal amino acid residues (one

letter code); the nuclear encoded N�terminal modified subunits are designated by B and their molecular mass (for example B15). Right column,

homologs subunits of prokaryotic Type 1 NADH dehydrogenase. For prokaryotic enzyme the subunits are designated as NUO and by a letter in

alphabetical order corresponding to the position of particular gene in the nuo operon (n, NADH, u, ubiquinone, and o, oxidoreductase).

* 
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about +100 mV [47]). Since the redox potential of N�2 is

pH dependent, this iron–sulfur center is usually consid�

ered as an immediate participant of the coupling mecha�

nisms in a number of hypothetical schemes [48]. It is

worth noting that the redox potential of N�2 at pH 7.0

was reported either as –20 mV (ultrasonic particles from

pigeon heart mitochondria) or as –140 mV or –20 mV

(bovine heart mitochondria) in the earlier original studies

[46, 49]. Nevertheless, in most reviews published before

the early nineties only the value of –20 mV was taken as

the midpoint redox potential of N�2. Consequently, the

possibility of the energy�coupling mechanism operating

between N�2 and ubiquinone has not been discussed for

thermodynamic reasons. We have reported that in uncou�

pled bovine heart submitochondrial particles N�2 is not

reduced at potentials higher than –120 mV

(succinate/fumarate couple) and this was the key point

for postulating the proton translocating mechanism cou�

pled with electron transfer between N�2 and ubiquinone

[50�52] (see section “Electrochemical Coupling”).

The set of iron–sulfur clusters in Complex I is evolu�

tionarily conserved. Iron–sulfur centers with similar

characteristics are found in the membranes of P. denitrif�

icans, Rb. sphaeroides, T. thermophilus, and E. coli [45]. It

should be remembered that Type�1 NADH dehydroge�

nases, which are equivalent to the mitochondrial

Complex I, are composed of only 14 subunits. This equiv�

alency should not, however, be considered too literally.

For example, binuclear, pH�dependent center N�1a in P.

denitrificans is [53] significantly more positive (–150 mV,

pH 7.0) than its counterpart in mitochondria (–370 mV,

pH 7.0) [46]. E. coli membranes contain additional cen�

ter N�1c with redox potential of –240 mV [54]. In T.

thermophilus membranes, the potential of the tetranuclear

N�2 center that is slightly different in its line shape is sig�

nificantly more negative (–300 mV) and does not depend

on pH [45]. Interestingly, the membranes of this organism

contain menaquinone (Em,7 = –75 mV) instead of

ubiquinone (Em,7 = +100 mV).

Under steady�state NADH oxidation all iron–sulfur

clusters are almost completely reduced [51, 55] and no

clear “cross�over” point is seen between the clusters upon

the transition from tightly coupled to completely uncou�

pled states [51].

The identification of genes for all the subunits of

bacterial proton�translocating NADH dehydrogenases,

EPR studies of their iron–sulfur centers, and sequencing

of all mitochondrial Complex I subunits have provided

extremely powerful tools for localization of Fe–S centers

within the enzyme structure. If a subunit of Complex I

contain “motifs” of cysteine residues typical for binuclear

or tetranuclear clusters in their amino�acid sequences

(cysteine is the most common ligand for iron in iron–sul�

fur clusters) and this subunit (and motif) is evolutionary

conserved, it can be safely concluded that this subunit

bears the iron–sulfur center. This approach has reached

the state where several individual subunits were overex�

pressed, purified, and their iron–sulfur cluster(s) were

chemically reconstituted (incubation of protein in the

presence of Fe2+, sulfide, and mercaptoethanol). The

other approach to locate Fe–S clusters is to resolve

Complex I into its fragments and studies on their chemi�

cal composition and EPR properties. All these studies

make it very likely that all the clusters are located in a

hydrophilic part of the enzyme.

BOUND UBIQUINONE

Rotenone�sensitive Complex I prepared by the clas�

sical Hatefi’s procedure contains about 4 mol of

ubiquinone per mol FMN [25, 56]. This finding as such

provides little information because ubiquinone is very

hydrophobic and any hydrophobic compound which is

present in great excess over any other component of the

respiratory chain is expected to be bound to the pro�

tein–detergent–phospholipid complex (respiratory com�

plexes I�IV). However, if this binding is specific, the pro�

tein environment may stabilize intermediate semiquinone

forms. An intermediate formation of free radicals of

ubisemiquinone during electron transfer within Complex

I is almost obligatory because all iron–sulfur clusters are

one�electron reductants. The equilibrium of ubise�

miquinone dismutation reactions in solution is greatly

shifted to the formation of its fully oxidized and reduced

forms, thus detection of ubisemiquinone quantitatively

comparable with the amount of potentially capable bind�

ing sites strongly suggests specific and functionally

important binding.

To my knowledge, Suzuki and King were the first to

report the presence of ubisemiquinone free radical in

purified Complex I [56]. They observed a narrow g = 2.00

EPR�signal arising after the addition of NADH to the

“solution” of Complex I (~30 mg per ml) at room tem�

perature. The signal amplitude was dependent on the

concentration of NADH and rotenone [56].

Later, using different preparations (tightly coupled

submitochondrial particles [57]) and different approach

(rapid freezing of the samples catalyzing steady�state

NADH oxidation followed by analysis of the EPR signals

at low temperature) the specifically bound Complex I

associated ubisemiquinone was discovered in our labora�

tory [50, 51]. First attempts to reproduce our results in

other laboratory have failed [58], evidently because

uncoupled and de�activated submitochondrial particles

were used (see [26] for description of activation/de�acti�

vation phenomenon in Complex I). Later, the presence of

Complex I�associated ubisemiquinone in such submito�

chondrial particles was confirmed in the same laboratory

[59], and in a series of studies by Albracht’s group [59�61]

and by our group in collaboration with Ohnishi’s labora�

tory [62�64] substantial information about a “new” redox
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component of the enzyme have accumulated. The prop�

erties of Complex I�associated ubisemiquinones are

briefly summarized below.

The semiquinone signal in the particles oxidizing

succinate seen at low temperature (~40 K) disappears in

the presence of rotenone (inhibitor of ∆µ–Н+�dependent

reverse electron transfer) or after Complex I de�activation

[5, 64]. The microwave power saturation behavior sug�

gests an interaction between the ubisemiquinone free rad�

ical and a rapidly relaxing paramagnetic center

(iron–sulfur cluster N�2) [50, 63]. More detailed analysis

of the power�saturation curves reveals the presence of at

least two forms (states) of Complex I�associated

ubisemiquinones named as SQNf (fast relaxing) and

SQNs (slow relaxing) species [62]. The amplitude [51]

and the signal shape [64] seen at given temperature and

microwave power is dependent on ∆µ–Н+: the more tight

coupling is the higher SQNf signal is seen. In tightly cou�

pled particles, the splitting of the gz line of the N�2 signal

can be observed under conditions where the reverse elec�

tron transfer occurs, and this splitting correlates with the

amplitude of the SQNf signal [61, 62, 64]. The N�2 gz�

line splitting magnitude and properties of SQNf suggest

the distance between the center N�2 and rapidly relaxing

ubisemiquinone of 8�10 Å. It should be noted that the

same split of the gz component has been interpreted by

Albracht’s group as to suggest spin–spin interaction

between two N�2 clusters located in the TYKY�subunit

(see table) [61].

So far, only two groups have been involved in studies

on Complex I�associated ubisemiquinones. Because the

membranous preparations derived from prokaryotes are

uncoupled (except for sub�bacterial particles of P. denitri�

ficans [65, 66]), no data are available at present on the

presence of semiquinones in bacterial or N. crassa

Complexes I.

What subunit is ubiquinone bound to? This question

cannot be answered yet, although a number of indirect

experimental data suggest some speculative proposals. It

is generally accepted that several hydrophobic inhibitors

(rotenone, piericidine A, piridaben, and others) compete

with ubiquinone for binding at the specific site(s) [67,

68]. Photoreactive analogs of rotenone label the 30 kD

subunit of mammalian Complex I (ND1 in nomenclature

for bovine heart enzyme, NUO�H for prokaryotic

enzyme). This subunit is hydrophobic; it contains 8 trans�

membrane helixes and 4 evolutionarily conserved

hydrophilic regions exposed to the mitochondrial matrix

(or to the bacterial cytoplasm) [70]. On the other hand,

several mutations in the hydrophilic NUO�D subunit

containing no transmembrane helixes (homologous to 49

IP subunit of the mitochondrial Complex I) result in a

decrease of rotenone� or piericidine A�sensitivity of the

enzyme [71, 72]. Recently, piridaben (a tightly�binding

inhibitor) was shown to label the PSST�subunit of the

mitochondrial Complex I [73] (20 kD nuclear�encoded

subunit, NUO�B homolog in prokaryotes, see table). It

has been reported many years ago that the small subunit

(~15 kD) found in the IP fraction of mammalian

Complex I is capable of specific binding of ubiquinone

[74]. Unfortunately, no further progress in studies on this

small subunit has been reported.

One possible way to account for these apparently

contradictory findings is to suggest that relatively

hydrophilic “head” of ubiquinone is located in the inter�

subunit contact area between 49 IP and 20 kD PSST

(note direct interaction between SQNf and the N�2 cen�

ter) and its hydrophobic “tail” is bound to the ND1 sub�

unit. Unfortunately, an identification of the specific

quinone�binding motifs in the subunit amino acid

sequences is still at a primitive stage [75].

ELECTROCHEMICAL COUPLING

Since this essay is addressed not only to readers who

are specialized in bioenergetics, it seems worthwhile to

outline briefly some basic concepts of Mitchell’s theory

on redox�driven proton translocation mechanisms. An

earlier hypothesis by Lundegarth suggested a linear trans�

membrane arrangement of the respiratory chain in such a

way that protons derived from a substrate are left on one

side of the membrane whereas electrons travel to the

other side, and oxygen reduction is accompanied by pro�

ton consumption. In contrast, to explain the presence of

more than one coupling site in the respiratory chain,

Mitchell suggested a proton�translocating loop mecha�

nism [1] (Fig. 2a).

Two requirements should be fulfilled for the opera�

tion of any energy�transducing complex according the

proton�translocation loop mechanism. First, the com�

plex either must have “multiple” redox components to

carry electron and/or hydrogen atom at long distance

(~50 Å), or the redox component(s) should be able to dif�

fuse across the membrane. Second, the respiratory com�

plex must have different types of redox components: for

example, electron carrier for the lower part of the loop

and hydrogen atom carrier for its upper part (scheme 3,

Fig. 2a)1. A set of the redox components as described in

the previous sections meets both requirements: indeed,

the iron–sulfur clusters are the electron carriers, FMN is

capable to transferring hydrogen atoms, and the

ubiquinone/ubisemiquinone couple is able to transfer

electrons, hydrogen atoms, and hydride anion. The effi�

Here, we do not discuss the so�called “vectorial Bohr effect

mechanism” where the redox component is located within

the membrane and two wells provide the specific pathways for

the protons to be consumed and released at different sides of

the coupling membrane [76, 77]. For this type of arrange�

ment the readers are referred to the cytochrome c oxidase

coupling mechanism [78].

1
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ciency of the redox loop mechanism (the number of pro�

tons translocated per two electrons transferred) depends

on the nature of the particular components participating

in the transmembranous transfer of the redox equivalents.

For example, for mechanisms 1 (hydrogen atoms move

from right to left and hydride anions move from left to

right) and 2 (hydride anion moves from right to left and

two electrons move from left to right, Fig. 2a) the stoi�

chiometric coefficient n (Н
→

+/2е
–
) are equal to 1, and for

mechanism 3 (hydrogen atoms move from right to left

and electrons move from left to right) n is equal to 2. The

latter value is maximal for any single loop mechanism. On

the other hand, it is clear that the value of n (if known)

makes some restrictions for particular coupling mecha�

nism to be suggested.

Different value of n (1�5) for Complex I have been

reported in earlier studies [79]. Recently the value of 4

(pH 8.0) has been determined by our group for the

NADH:ubiquinone reductase region of the mammalian

respiratory chain [80]. It should be noted that n may

depend on pH within the region where protonation/

deprotonation of the electron carrier is changing. In any

case, a mechanism which gives n greater than 2 cannot

be described in terms of a single redox�loop proton

translocation. This is also true for the coupling mecha�

nism as operates in Complex III, and the so�called “Q�

cycle” mechanism has been proposed [81, 82] (Fig. 2b).

A brief account of the Q�cycle seems to be relevant to

the present discussion because its basic ideas have been

accommodated for almost all hypothetical proposals on

the mechanism of proton translocation in Complex I

(see [48] for review). In fact, the Q�cycle is a double�

loop mechanism (Fig. 2a). It gives overall stoichiometric

coefficient n equal to 4 when ubiquinol is oxidized by

Fig. 2. a) Three types of mechanisms for vectorial proton translocation from matrix (M) to intermembrane space (C) driven by the oxi�

doreductase reaction: S1H2 + S2 → S2H2 + S1 in which both substrate (S1H2 and S2) interact with the enzyme active site exposed to matrix.

X and Y, redox components that form a “loop” according to Mitchell [1]. b) Electrochemical coupling in ubiquinol:cytochrome c reduc�

tase (Complex III) according to the “Q�cycle” mechanism [81, 82]. Q, QH•, and QH2, oxidized, semiquinone and reduced ubiquinone,

respectively. (Fe�S)d and (Fe�S)r, the terminal iron–sulfur centers of dehydrogenases (Complex I and Complex II) and iron–sulfur Rieske

protein, respectively. Electrons from (Fe�S)r are transferred to cytochrome c located in the intermembrane space. Two cytochrome b hemes

transfer electrons between two ubisemiquinones (not shown).

a b
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Complex III coupled with donation of electrons from

Complex I or Complex II. Recent resolution of the

atomic structure of Complex III showed that the space

arrangement of its redox components nicely corre�

sponds to what would be expected for the “Q�cycle”

mechanism [83].

In our working hypothesis on the mechanism of

electrochemical coupling in Complex I published about

ten years ago [52], we accommodated Mitchell’s ideas

to explain the experimental data on the Complex I�

associated ubisemiquinone. This hypothesis is dis�

cussed in some detail below. Note should be made that

the major point of our proposal was to emphasize the

role of ubiquinone in the proton�translocating activity

of Complex I (Fig. 3). According to our scheme, oxida�

tion of FMNH2 by bulk ubiquinone is coupled to pro�

ton translocation. The iron–sulfur centers N�3 and N�

4 are involved in oxidation of FMNH2 by the N�2 clus�

ter localized between the hydrophobic and hydrophilic

parts of the “boot”. Two protons are translocated from

matrix to intermembrane space per pair of electrons

transferred from FMNH2 to N�2. It is assumed that two

types of FMN binding exist, that is, oxidized flavin can

be accessible for protons from the matrix and the

reduced cofactor can be deprotonated to release pro�

tons into the intermembrane space. The iron–sulfur

cluster N�2 is an electron donor for the bound

ubiquinone and its one�electron reduction is accompa�

nied by uptake of one proton from the matrix to form

electroneutral ubisemiquinone Q•H+ at site i (SQNf).

Neutral ubisemiquinone transfers one electron and one

proton to the ubiquinone bound at site o, thus transfer

of two electrons from N�2 to the bound ubiquinone

results in a formation of two protonated electroneutral

ubisemiquinones (SQNf and SQNs) located at sites o

and i, respectively. The next step which we called vecto�

rial dismutation is ∆µ–Н+ generation: Q•H+
i (SQNf) oxi�

dizes Q•
oH+ (SQNs) in an electrogenic reaction (∆ψ

generation) leaving proton bound to SQNs outside and

taking a proton from the matrix space to SQNf. This

dismutation results in oxidized (at site o) and reduced

(at site i) ubiquinone molecules that are exchangeable

with bulk ubiquinone. This exchange is prevented by

the specific inhibitors rotenone and piericidine. The

vectorial dismutation results in translocation of one

proton per two electrons needed for two�step full reduc�

tion of Q to QH2. To make the system operate as a pro�

ton pump, the reduction of ubisemiquinone by N�2 at

site i should be prevented. Thus, it was postulated that

the formation of SQNf results in the conformational

state of N�2 which is not able to transfer an electron to

Q•
oH+ bound at the i site. The same problem arises in

Complex III operating in Q�cycle mechanism (see Fig.

2b): if ubisemiquinone formed at the outer side of the

coupling membrane would be oxidized by cytochrome

c, this would result in a decrease of energetic efficiency

of the overall reaction. This problem is solved by plac�

ing a Rieske iron–sulfur center on a specially designed

flexible arm [83]. Our scheme was able to explain why

the rapidly relaxing SQNf is seen under the steady�state

only in tightly coupled preparations. Indeed, electro�

genic vectorial dismutation is expected to be prevented

by ∆µ–Н+ and it proceeds rapidly in uncoupled prepara�

tions. Also, our hypothesis predicted that two

ubisemiquinone species located at different distance

from N�2 with different relaxation time must be pres�

ent. Two forms of ubisemiquinone (SQNf and SQNs)

have indeed been observed [62, 64].

Recently, new data have been obtained that seem dif�

ficult to accommodate in our original scheme. The model

as depicted in Fig. 3 gives the overall stoichiometry of 3

H+ per 2 electrons, whereas the experimental n value of 4

has been determined [80]. This discrepancy is easy to

overcome in “paper biochemistry” by postulating the vec�

torial proton translocation coupled with oxidation–

reduction of N�2 (note that the midpoint redox potential

of N�2 is pH dependent). The structural basis for the

functioning of the N�2�containing subunit as a proton

pump may be analogous or even homologous to the pro�

ton� and hydrogen�conducting pathways found in the

structure of hydrogenase from anaerobic Disulfovibrio

gigas [84]. For this enzyme, it has been demonstrated that

deuterium exchange of several amino�acid residues

buried in the protein interior where the iron–cluster is

located is permitted in the reduced protein and prevented

when the cluster is oxidized [85]. Interestingly, α�, β� and

Fig. 3. Hypothetical electrochemical coupling in Complex I

[52]. For the details, see text.
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γ�subunits of hydrogenase from the lithotrophic anaerobe

Alcaligenes eutropus are highly homologous to FP and IP

subunits of the mitochondrial Complex I [4, 86]. Space

does not permit further discussion of this very interesting

problem.

The other “news” recently reported by our group is

that Complex I is fully capable of proton translocation

with the same stoichiometry (n = 4) in the presence of

rotenone or being in the de�activated state [80, 87], i.e.,

under the conditions where the electron transfer from N�

2 to bulk ubiquinone is blocked. This finding, which con�

tradicts the generally accepted view on the rotenone�sen�

sitivity of the first coupling site, can also be explained by

our scheme. It can be proposed that relatively hydrophilic

ubiquinone�1 (rotenone�insensitive fraction of NADH�

Q1 reductase) accepts electrons from ubiquinol formed at

site i located at the outer side of inside�out submitochon�

drial particles.

Space limitation does not permit to discuss here the

other models of electrochemical coupling in Complex I

(more than 10) that have been published in the current

literature. For those schemes readers are referred to

recently published review [48]. One of the newest models

merits some comments. A mechanism for coupling in

Complex I has been recently proposed by Dutton and his

associates, in which all steps of electrochemical coupling

take place at bound ubiquinone oxidoreduction level [88].

This model, which is formulated following the traditional

Mitchellian view, is in fact the proton�translocating Q�

cycle as suggested for Complex III [81, 82] but operating

in opposite direction with ubiquinone (instead of

ubiquinol) and ubiquinol (instead of ubiquinone) as the

substrate and product, respectively, and translocating

protons from matrix to outside of mitochondria. All the

redox components (FMN and the iron–sulfur clusters)

are assumed to be an electron injector which provides

highly negative redox potential at the first component

participating in the coupling mechanism [88]. My major

objection to this model is that it can hardly explain ∆µ–Н+�

dependent reverse electron transfer from ubiquinol to

NAD+, which accepts electrons at the hydrophilic part of

the enzyme (most likely from FMN), a reaction that is

energy�dependent and that proceeds at the rate of about

one�fourth of the NADH�ubiquinone reductase activity

[7]. Note should be made here that according to our

hypothesis the electron pathways for the forward and

reverse reaction within Complex I are not identical [22,

89, 90].

COMPLEX I AS A CONFORMATIONALLY 

COUPLED PROTON PUMP

The remarkable feature of Mitchell’s coupling

mechanism is the precise indication of their particular

participants. It is appropriate to note that the first pos�

Fig. 4. Conformational coupling in Complex I. All redox reactions take place in the hydrophilic part of the enzyme. The reduction of one

or several redox component(s) (X) is accompanied by occlusion of protons (protonation of Y–groups) in the specific proton channel formed

by HP peptides. Oxidation of Xred results in release of occluded protons into the intermembrane space C.
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tulate in the original version of his chemiosmotic theo�

ry was the presence of the membrane�bound ATPases

“... and their normal function is to couple reversibly the

translocation of protons across the membrane to the

flow of anhydro�bound equivalents between water and

the couple ATP/(ADP + Pi)” [1]. In other words, for a

long time Mitchell advocated a mechanism where

nucleotide and phosphate are the immediate

donors/acceptors of protons which are coming/leaving

to/from the ATPase active site from/to the specific pro�

ton channel Fo [91]. Further numerous studies on FoF1

have shown this mechanism is not operating and the

chemical events (ATP formation) at the enzyme active

site is energetically coupled with the proton flow by long

distance conformational change (see series of recent

reviews published in a special issue of Journal of

Bioenergetics and Biomembranes [92]). Now most schol�

ars in the field agree that the “conformational coupling

mechanism” originally proposed by P. Boyer [93] is valid

in FoF1�ATP synthase. This mechanism is operating as a

rotation of one “long” subunit (γ) interacting by one

terminal with the nucleotide�binding active sites where�

as the other end is connected to the proton�conducting

ring of 9�12 c subunits [94, 95]. Although I am not con�

vinced that the rotary mechanism of ATP synthesis has

been conclusively proven, the “conformational coupling

mechanisms” seem very likely to operate in FoF1�ATP

synthase and also in V�type (vacuolar proton�translo�

cating ATPase [96]) and in P�type (Na+/K+�ATPase

[97], sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+�ATPase [98])

ATPases.

Similar to what is known for the proton� or other

cation�translocating ATPases, the nucleotide�binding

site(s) and most (if not all) redox components in

Complex I are likely to be located distantly from the

coupling membrane. Hatefi and his associates [40] were

the first to suggest the possibility of Boyer’s “alternating

binding change mechanism” to operate in Complex I.

Our attempts to find tightly bound nucleotides in

Complex I have failed (N. Zakharova and A.

Vinogradov, unpublished observation). However, the

absence of tightly bound substrates/products in

Complex I does not exclude the hypothesis that can be

formulated as follows: none of the enzyme redox com�

ponents is directly involved in proton translocation and

the enzyme operates as a redox�coupled conformation�

ally driven pump (Fig. 4). The oxidation/reduction

transitions of the components located in the

hydrophilic part of the enzyme are accompanied by

conformational rearrangements [37, 40] that are further

transformed to the membrane�associated hydrophobic

part. The membrane�embedded part (HP) serves as a

proton channel, whereas some hydrophilic subunits

containing no redox components serve as an energy�

transducing mechanical part of the machine. Such a

mechanism easily explains high stoichiometric coeffi�

cient for proton translocation: the reduction of one or

more components is coupled with occlusion of two (or

even more) protons in the channel and the subsequent

oxidation results in release of these protons on the other

side of the coupling membrane. Such a mechanism is

especially attractive for Na+�translocating NADH:

quinone oxidoreductases [99, 100] which contain

flavins and iron–sulfur centers and which are genetical�

ly related [100] or unrelated [99] to the mitochondrial

Complex I. For these enzymes, elegant Mitchellian

type models are hard to accept because of unlikely

chemistry. I believe that when the structure of Complex

I will be visualized, all the redox components including

the ubiquinone “head” binding site(s) may well be

found far away from the membrane.

It can hardly be denied that this model is as hypo�

thetical as all other models proposed previously [48]

including ours [52]. It may, however, be helpful for plan�

ning further experiments aimed to disprove the proposed

mechanism.
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